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About This Game

Puzzle Nebula is a mind-bending puzzle game set in the far corners of space.

"You thought you had died. When you wake up, you find yourself in space, trapped inside a weird machine.

How did you end up here? What is your purpose? Is any of this even real?"

Features

80 challenging levels, each set in an unique procedurally generated star system.

Lots of different platforms that make the puzzles increasingly complex.
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Intriguing sci-fi storyline that will make you question the very nature of our universe.

Plays well with a controller or a keyboard.
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A fun and relaxing puzzle game that has Katamari Damacy-like gameplay without the timer. Ran acceptably well on my 2012
laptop. Fun setting, likeable characters. Make sure you check out the Trashopedia after each level for a raccoon's interpretation
of the various items you collect.. This is a really bad game, worse than the current reigning "King of Bad VR FPS" - Virtual
Warfighter.

Graphics are goofy and cartoon like and completely ripoff Counter Strike (along with the gameplay).

AI Mode: This is just horrible, the AI just kinda hop around\/ run in such a silly way. Then they bump into each other or just sit
in a corner somewhere. There is no challenge to any of this.

You will never feel immersed or excitement because of how amateur and cartoon like everything feels. For example, the reload
is not done by hand, the guns do not shoot completely straight with sight alignment, bad shooting sounds, bad charactor
animations, mediocre graphics, bad gameplay, bad AI, things are not good here...

The project is DOA.. +graphics might be better than other clicker
-gameplay is too boring, no other mechanic beside clicking (yeah i knew it's clicker game)
-uninteresting upgrade, mindless.... i cant found it. I hate this game. Its too addictive.. Terrible won't even let me get a refund..
A lot of people say that it's crap, but then they must be kidding.

I'm a real addict to the sport itself, can't play it because of multiple injuries, but still I do love it.
I know all of the therms, all of the rules and most of the players from different countries.

Yes, maybe it's a bit vague at first what you have to do and to figure out who playes which positions, but after that (took me
about thirty minutes) it is really fun.

I will recommend it to every fan of rugby or any sportsmen\/women. Even if you do not know the game, you can really learn.

I say that it's worth the couple of bucks I've paid for it.
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During the first hour I felt there wasn't much to this game. I almost put it down and cut my losses. However, I kept playing
knowing that the game was progressing quickly. To my surprise some of the latter puzzles were VERY CHALLENGING. A
few of them were quite mind bending. This game certainly made my head hurt. I'm glad I'd stuck with it.. Quick gameplay that
needs a focus boost, its nice but frustrating when you try to pass to higher levels.. platformer at a low price, like all. A great
point-and-click adventure game with challenging puzzles, wonderful score, and an excellent presentation.. shimmering textures,
no sound. Meh. The teddy bear got me But....meh.
I'd give it a no, but it's pretty awesome for $1.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you. great, if you want an AI to crush you w\/o you
learning how to be better. maybe I just don't understand the game. or trump did 9\/11, either way. I'm fooked.
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